Abstract. This paper analyzes the performance differences between static and mobile multiagent systems. To do so, we developed solutions to a distributed text search problem, each using a different approach to multiagent systems (static versus mobile) on an isolated test network. Changes were then made to the agent environment, various constraints applied, and the resulting effect on the systems measured. Each system was evaluated using a number of performance metrics to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of the respective approach.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, multiagent systems have grown in popularity as a viable solution to complex, distributed information systems. The largest "open system" is the Internet, with new content being generated every day. The distributed nature of the information on the Internet lends itself to multiagent solutions. Multiagent systems are reported to have advantages such as faster execution time, less communication bandwidth, and greater reliability. The type of agents employed, either static or mobile, also have their own unique set of advantages and disadvantages.
Today, a large body of quantitative data does not exist upon which system designers can base their "agent versus non-agent" system design decisions [ 3 ] . Likewise, once an agent approach has been selected, there is no data supporting the decision on the type of agents to use, mobile or static. Both of these design choices are subjects of current research at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)'.
The purpose of this paper is to collect quantitative data to help software engineers make the correct design choice when they must select a mobile or static multiagent system design. We begin this process by analyzing the performance differences between static and mobile multiagent systems. To perform this analysis, we developed static and mobile agent solutions to the problem of distributed file content search.
We then modified the environment, applied various constraints, measured the resulting effect on the systems. 
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system was evaluated using a number of performance metrics to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of each approach.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the distributed file content search problem the agent systems were designed to solve. Section 3 covers the agent environment used in testing. Section 4 presents the methodology used to develop the systems and explains decisions made during the design of each approach. Next, Section 5 describes the experiments as well as the environment in which the agents worked. Section 6 presents the results of the experiment while Section 7 discusses those results and possible future research.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The distributed content search problem was devised with the Internet in mind. The premise of the problem is that information technology users have vast amounts of information at their disposal distributed across their organization's data storage infrastructure. As these technology users perform their jobs, they are required to research certain topics as they generate documents. To assist these users in their day-to-day work, management has decided to have a "content search agent" developed. The goal of the "content search agent" is to search through the files stored within the data stores and report back the location of files that have a high probability of containing information related to the user's research.
To simplify the problem, the following assumptions were made:
The files to be searched were ASCII text files, including files ending with .txt, .html, .rtf, and .dat
The search to be used was a simple string matching search The number of occurrences of the string in the document was the probability of relevance Additional requirements included the ability to get interim results on demand and the ability to cancel a search at any time.
AGENT ENVIRONMENT
For an agent to operate within an organization's information system infrastructure, they require certain services from the infrastructure. The FIPA Agent Platform is an example of agent enterprise architecture. As described by Odell [4] , several enterprise-related issues must be addressed by the agent enterprise architecture:
Agent Platform -The agent platform is an environment in which the agent can be deployed. Agent Management S,vstem -The agent management system is an agent that manages the access and use of the agent platform.
Directory Facilitator -The directory facilitator is a "yellow pages"-like directory service that advertises the services the agents within the system can provide. Carolina also provides an abstract agent class called BaseAgent, which provides the basic capabilities for Carolina agents. The BaseAgent class provides the capability to read messages from and write messages to the Carolina's Message Directory, move from one Carolina server to another and perform whatever job is deemed necessary for the system. Agents are identified by agent type and a unique identification number (ID). A Carolina server keeps track of local agents running on it and forwarding addresses for agents that have moved to another host.
Agent Platform Security Manager
Carolina uses TCPAP socket connections for the passing messages and agents between servers. The Message Manager listens to port 16000 while the Agent Manager listens to port 15000. When messages or agents are sent, the sending system opens a port and sets the destination port to be the appropriate port on the receiving machine.
Communication between agents running on Carolina servers is accomplished by passing serialized Java objects. Messages are posted to the server using the MessageManager Class.
The Message Manager decides whether the message is for a local agent or an agent that has moved to a remote host. If the agent is local, the message is put into a message directory where it remains until the agent it is addressed to reads it from the server. Carolina agents must constantly poll the server to see if they have any messages waiting for them.
Messages can be addressed by agent ID or by agent type. The former allows for the interaction between specific agents, while that latter allows an agent to communicate with any other agent of a particular type without requiring knowledge of a specific agent. For messages sent by agent ID, the message is sent to the server where the agent is active and put in the message directory until the agent with the correct ID reads it. However, when messages are sent by agent type, any agent of that type can read the message. Once the message is read it is removed from the message directory and no other agents of that type can read the message. A service broker is a good example of how these two addressing methods work. When a new agent comes into the system, it can announce itself and the service it provides to a broker agent. The agent ID would be one piece of information recorded by the broker. When another agent requests a list of service providers from the broker, it will receive a list of agent IDS and hosts. The requesting agent can then send messages directly to the agent that provides the required service.
In Carolina, mobility is handled by Java's object serialization capability, which takes the identity and state of a class and encapsulates it. Once serialized, the state and identity is passed to another agent platform and reconstructed [ 5 ] . In Carolina, the program code for each type of mobile agent resides on each server so the code does not have to be passed when an agent moves.
SYSTEM DESIGN
To design the two systems, we used an agentoriented methodology for developing multiagent systems called Multiagent System Engineering (MaSE). The basic outline of MaSE is shown in Figure 1 [l, 2, 61. This methodology describes the analysis and design of multiagent systems in seven steps.
To assist software engineers in using MaSE, the AFIT Agent Lab has also developed a computerbased tool, called agentTool. During the design of our systems, agentTool implemented only the design phase of MaSE (it has since been extended to cover both the analysis and design phases). The agentTool environment greatly assists the designer in creating agent classes and defining the interactions between agents. These interactions become agent conversations that are defined using coordination protocols. These protocols describe the possible sequences of messages that may be passed between agents to achieve coordination. Conversations between agents in MaSE are defined by state machine based representation. The implementation of conversations was an integral part of the static agent system.
Static Agent System Design
For the static agent system, the system was implemented with two extensions of the Carolina's BaseAgent class; these agents were termed auxiliary because they were only required to read messages from and write messages to Carolina's Message Directory. The auxiliary agents created instances of the AgentBody class. AgentBody itself is abstract; the concretized classes that extend the AgentBody class (Search System and Researcher) contained the functionality of the agents, through conversation management and methods.
The standard configuration had a Searchsystem Agent and a Researcher Agent located on each machine on the network that had the Carolina platform running. A diagram depicting the overall system architecture for the static system is shown in Figure 2 .
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Figure 2: Static Agent System Architecture
For intra-agent communication, the concept of a MaSE conversation was maintained. A conversation is the definition of valid sequences of messages that the agent uses to communicate. For example, when it was necessary for a System Agent to execute a search, it started conversations as Java threads and sent messages to each of the Researcher Agents of which it had knowledge.
For each agent, a conversation was initiated to allow asynchronous execution of the Researcher Agents.
The conversation provided an identifier, the conversation ID, for the messages involved in the conversation, so that the messages went to the correct agents. Each side of the conversation would generate a unique Search System
Mobile Agent System Design
Researcher
Mobile agents were also implemented using an extension of the BaseAgent class in Carolina. The mobile system consisted of two types of agents: MobileAgentManagers and MobileSearchAgents, which were the agents that actually moved and searched throughout the system. There was a single MobileAgentManager, which ran one of the network's Carolina servers. 
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Figure 5: Search Request Sequence Diagram
There is no requirement €or a MobileSearchAgent to initiate communications with the manager when it is on a remote host. However, to obtain interim results or to cancel the search, the MobileSearchAgent has to periodically check the server to for these two requests, which appear as messages. When a MobileSearchAgent receives an interim results message, it sends all of its search results, for each host it has searched so far, back in a message. If a cancel search message is received, the MobileSearchAgent stops searching, immediately returns home and sends a final results message to the MobileAgentManager.
Since Carolina keeps track of where agents have moved, the MobileSearchAgents does not need to inform its MobileAgentManager of its current location. If a MobileAgentManager needs to send a message to a MobileSearchAgent, all the MobileAgentManager has to do is post a message to the local Carolina server and the message is forwarded until it reaches the machine where the agent is operating.
EXPERIMENT
AFIT's Bimodal Computer Laboratory, or Pile of PCs, was selected for the experiment. The Pile is an isolated network of twenty computers running either Linux 6.0 or Windows 2000. It is running a 100 Mbps Ethernet backbone with fiber channels running to the servers. The PCs are Pentium I11 600
MHz processors with 128 MB of RAM. To capture the communications between agents, Exdump v0.2 [7] was used. Exdump tracks TCP/IP packets from machine to machine, as well as captures packet size and timing information.
For the execution time experiments, the tests were conducted on the eight machines running Windows 2000. Each machine was loaded with five text files within a specific subdirectory of the local hard drive. The size of the files ranged from 667 kilobytes to 2.3 1 megabytes.
TESTING AND ANALYSIS
During the testing phase, several agent configurations were evaluated. The first sets of tests were designed to acquire quantifiable data on the performance of static and mobile agents. Several scenarios were set up for the static agent system while a second set of tests were designed for the mobile agent approach.
Static Agent Tests
Two implementations using static agents were developed to test the impact of using conversations. The first approach reported interim results automatically. The intention of this design was to have the results close to the user. With the results close, a request for interim results or a cancel could be posted immediately. Messages that followed from a cancel search just wrapped up the conversation.
The second approach attempted to minimize the number of messages passed, and hence, the amount of processor time lost waiting for messages. This approach made use of an acceptance message to let the Searchsystem agent know about the responder side of the conversation. This acceptance message did not include any of the result data. If the user requested interim results or decided to cancel the search, the Searchsystem agent sent messages to the Researcher agents informing them of the intentions. The Researcher agent responded with the current results it had been accumulating. If the message requested interim results, the agent continued the search process on the current file until completion.
The time required to search the files on a single machine took the first static implementation over fifteen minutes to execute while the second approach took only eight seconds. The impact of the extra message handling proved to be quite significant. To post and receive messages in a timely manner, both implementations had to constantly poll the Carolina server. To prevent this polling from dominating the processor, the polling thread is forced to give up control of the processor. The conversations are executed as state machines. When a conversation is waiting for a message it remains in its current state. The state machine is implemented as a while loop with a switch statement based on the state of the conversation. This thread continues cycling through the same state until a new message arrives, which causes significant wasting of processor time when multiple conversations are executing simultaneously. Bringing multiple platforms into the mix only exasperated the situation, as the amount of processing time given to each process varies.
Average search times of the static agents (using the second implementation) on different numbers of machines are shown in Table 1 . For every machine added to the search, negligible time was added to the execution time with the exception of adding the second machine. During this trial, the difference in Carolina's message handling becomes evident. For the machine that has the Searchsystem agent and the Researcher agent, messages are passed directly from the sending agent to Carolina's Message Directory. For the other configurations, the message is passed the message handler and transmitted to foreign servers via TCP socket.
The second way to account for the overhead is based on the time required to process the message. As a message is received by Carolina, it is immediately placed in a container for the conversation to find it. The conversation, however, only looks for messages at certain times in its execution loop. If a message has not arrived for it at that time, the conversation loops through its state machine. Since the state will not have changed, it will come to the same line of code to get a message, and the conversation will check the message container. The conversation thread could repeat this loop many times before control was given to another process. Because the agent-which polls the server for messages-is running in a separate thread, it cannot handle a new message until the conversation releases the processor. 
Mobile Agent Tests
Test runs using mobile agents were performed incrementally. The first test consisted of a single mobile agent searching one machine. Then additional machines were added until all eight machines were searched. Next, two mobile agents were used searching from two to eight machines. We continued this pattern until eight agents were used to search eight machines. As expected, the total search time decreased by up to 50%, along with the network message traffic, as the number of agents increased. Table 2 shows average search times of the mobile agent system in its various configurations.
Communications Impact
Total network traffic for the static agent system, which passed five messages per search sequence per number of machines, required a total of 400 kilobytes. When all eight machines were being searched, a total of approximately 3.2 megabytes of message traffic was generated. In the mobile system, traffic was generated each time an agent moved from one machine to another. Additionally, the payload of the messages grew with respect to the number of machines that had been searched. The single mobile agent (searched all eight machines by itself) generated roughly 1.1 megabytes of traffic while eight mobile agents (searching the same eight machines) generated approximately 1.2 megabytes of network traffic.
CONCLUSIONS
Initially, we expected the static agent system to outperform the mobile agent system. In the first scenario, when one MobileSearchAgent performed a serial search of all the machines, we expected the static implementation, which was running in parallel, to complete it in a fraction of the time proportional to the number of machines being inspected. This in fact was the case.
However, when the number of MobileSearchAgents equaled the number of machines, the mobile agent system performed as well as the static implementation. As seen in the 8 MobileSearchAgents configuration, the time to execute the search was even slightly faster. We strongly suspect that the reason the static system was slower was due to the amount of overhead (both in communications and In contrast, the mobile agent system had a more finely tuned communication framework. A MobileSearchAgent only needed to check for messages at certain times within its execution. On the other hand, the static agent system had to implement a resource intensive communication framework to maintain their conversation structure.
Further, the amount of TCPIIP traffic placed on the wire by the 8-MobileSearchAgent parallel tests was more than 50% smaller than the traffic generated by the static implementation. Having mobile agents pass results along with its current stack state, proved not to be as costly in terms of network bandwidth as expected. This was the case even though the mobile agent implementation actually created extra overhead by having the MobileSearchAgent return home after searching its list of machines instead of just sending a final results message back to the MobileAgentManager. These results were quite opposite of what we expected at the onset of the experiment. The packets that both implementations sent contained serialized Java objects, which contributed to similarity in message size.
Even though our research seems does not conclusively find one implementation better than the other, our research is certainly not all-inclusive. Besides redesigning the static agent conversation mechanism, an interesting experiment would be to expand the problem to involve service negotiation. In the static agent implementation, the Researcher agent could negotiate based on the amount of processes running on the system at the time of the search.
Perhaps high priority jobs could get processor time before lower priority processes. On the mobile side, the agent could determine whether or not there is enough processor time to complete a search. If not, the agent could move on to the next machine and return to the current machine later.
Even though we look at only one problem and a limited number of cases, we believe experiments like ours are an important step towards the objective evaluation of multiagent systems.
Having quantifiable data on which to base a design decision makes the justification of such decisions stronger. 
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